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Answer Five Questions Questions holdrequal marks (20 Marks)

QU A small still is separating butane and propane at 135"C, and initially contains l0 kg
moles of a mixture whose composition is x:O.3(mole fraction of butane). Additional
mixture (xr:0.3) is fed at the rate of 5 kg mol/hr. If the total volume of the liquid in the still
is constant, and the concentration of the vapor from the still (xp) is related to ns as follows:

Xp -- 1*x5

!t:c
t'O3C

iongos,trcn.
Proponc 0.70
Sulo:re 0.30

How long rvill it take lbr the value of xs to change from 0.3 to 0.4? what is the steady-state
(equilibrium) value of x.s in the still (i.e., when xs becomes constant?).

Q2l Redesign a water-cooling tower that has a blower with a capacity of 8.3x106 ftl/hr of
moist air. The moist air enters at 80"F and a wet -bulb temperature of 65"F. the exit air is to
leave at 95oF and 90"F wet bulb. How much water can be cooled in pounds per hour if the
water to be cooled enters the tower at 120"F,, leaves the tower at 90oF, and is not recycled?

Q3/ Six hundred pounds of l\yo NaOH per hour at 200"F are added to 400 lb/trr of soyo
NaOH at the boiling point in an insulated vessel. (enthalpy of saturated water v apor at 232"F
is 1158 Btu/lb). Calculate the following:

a. The final temperature of the exit solution.
b. The final concentration ofthe exit solution.
c. The pounds of water evaporated per hour during the process.
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4/ A liquid mixture of 4 moleo/o n-hexane in n-octane is vaporized. 'v\&-at is the
composition of the first vapor form-ed if the total pressure is I atm?

ln(2') :

wherc p'is in rnm Hg and Iis in K:

BA_-C+T

n.hcxane (C,5).

n-ocrane (c8):
r 5.8366

r5.9798
2697.55

3 t 27.60
-49.?E4
-63 633

Q5/ As a chief engineer for a company., you know that your plant is not a source o
pollution because you burn natural gas (essentially methane, CtL ), and your boiler plan .,
operating correctly. Your boss believes the pollution-soiutions group has made an error in
identifying the stack-it must belong to the company next door that bums coal (contains 71

kg of C per 5.6 kg of Hz in 100 kg of coal). Is he correct? Is the pollution-solutions group
correct? ( i.e. calculate the partial pressures of the water vapor in the combustion gases for
the both cases and compare, the higher one is less pollutant).

The heat capacity equarions are [?" in 'F; Co ,,- Btu/(lb molXTl]

N::

or:

co2:

LU:

Co * 6.895 + 0.1624 X r0-3 ?'- 0.7009 x

c, = 1.104 + 0.7851 x 16-:7 - 0.5528 x

Cr= 8.4.48 + 5.'157 x I0*l T- 21.59 x IO-7 72 + 3.059 X I0-r0?3

Q = 6.S0s + 0.8024 x t0-3 r - 0.7367 x lO-7 T7

t0-772

l0-172

ll

Q6/ the conversion of solid wastes to innocuous gases can be accomplished in incineratorsin an environmentally acceptable fashion. Howei"r, the hot 
"*harsi 

gur.. ort"n must becooled or diluted with air. An economic feasibility study indicates fiu,-roria municipalwaste can be bumed to a g11 of the following composition (on a dry basis): (COz:9.2%,co=l .5%, oz:7.3%, Nz:82%). what is the*entharpy difference f";,il^gu, per rb molbetween the bottom at 550oF and the top at 200"F? ignore the water vapor in the gas
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